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Ship Collision Problems

Problemes des collisions maritimes

Probleme der Meeres-Kollisionen

I Great Belt Bridge

II International Enquiry

A.G. FRANDSEN and H. LANGS0

Cowiconsult, Consulting Engineers and Planners
Copenhagen, Denmark

SUMMARY
Accidents in which ships collide with piers or other structures constitute a real danger for
bridges crossing navigable waters. The problem has been aggravated in the last decades due
to increase in ship sizes. The problem was therefore considered carefully in the design of the
Great Belt Bridge. Part I of this publication presents the mainlines of the project, the risk
modeis and the risk level considerations, the impact forces, protective islands and load
specifications. Part II summarizesthe results of an international enquiry on the ship collision
problem.

RESUME
Les collisions entre navires et pylones ou autres structures sont un danger reel pour les ponts
traversant des voies navigables. Le probleme s'est aggrave ces dernieres decennies ä cause
des tonnages croissants des navires. Le probleme a ete considere sous tous les aspects
dans l'etude du pont du Grand Belt. La partie I de cette publication presente le projet,
les modeles de risque et les niveaux de risques consideres, les forces d'impact, les Tlots
protecteurs et les specifications de charges. La partie II donne sommairement les resultats
d'une enquete internationale sur les problemes de collision.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Kollision von Schiffen mit Pfeilern und anderen Konstruktionen bedeutet eine reale
Gefahr für Brücken über Wasserstrassen. Das Problem hat sich in den letzten Jahrzehnten
durch die Zunahme der Schiffsgrössen verschärft. Bei der Projektierung der Brücke über
den Grossen Belt wurde dieses Problem daher eingehend untersucht. Teil I dieser Publikation
behandelt die Hauptmerkmale des Projekts, die Risikomodelle und die Überlegungen zu
Risikoniveau, Stosskräften, Schutzinseln und Belastungsvorschriften. Teil II fasst die Resultate

einer internationalen Umfrage bezüglich Kollisionsprobleme mit Schiffen zusammen.
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS

In 1978 the Danish government deeided to postpone the building of the planned
Great Belt Bridge, and the preliminary work on the bridge was consequently
stopped. [l]
The work on the ship collision problem was almost finished, and it was deeided
to publish the results of this work. The report entitled: "Investigation into
the Ship Collision Problem" appeared in February 1979, [2], and has been received

with interest by bridge designers all over the world. As the report was

printed in a limited edition, which could not satisfy the demand for copies, the
idea of Publishing the Contents of the report elsewhere was put forward. The

present editors, who have taken active part in the work with the ship collision
problem and in the editing of the above mentioned report, have accepted the task
of adapting the report for publication in IABSE Periodica.

The publication has been divided into:

- Part I, dealing with the impact on the bridge design of the ship collision
problem.

- Part II, summarizing the results of an international enquiry on the ship
collision problem.

- Part III, References and Appendices.

The Contents of the publication corresponds closely to that of the report. A few
minor amendments have been made in the text, some new references have been
added, and, in order to keep the length of the article within limits, some
illustrations have been omitted and the bibliography shortened.

Part I: Great Belt Bridge

0. INTRODUCTION

The present report gives a summary of the investigations of the ship collision
problem which have been carried out by Statsbroen Store Baelt (SSB) in connection
with the preliminary work on the planned Great Belt Bridge.

The technical investigations regarding a bridge across the Great Belt (Danish:
Storeba°lt) that were carried out at the end of the 1930s and the investigations
carried out by the Storebaelt Commission in the 1950s included no explicit treatment

of the problem of ship collision. This was completely in line with the way
in which the importance of ship collision was regarded throughout the world in
the design of bridge piers.

It was not until the 1960s, after the Maracaibo-bridge collision in South America
in 1964, that bridge designers all over the world began to pay special attention

to the effects of ship collision. And the preparatory work on the planned
Great Belt Bridge since the middle of the 1960s has included assessments and
considerations relating to the risk and consequences of ship collision against
the bridge piers.

In 1976 the preliminary design on the Great Belt Bridge was started, and in this
connection a working group, the Ship Collision Committee, was appointed at the
initiative of SSB to carry out a detailed analysis of the entire problem of ship
collision with a view to the specification of collision loads.
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Members of the Ship Collision Committee were:

Richard Strabo, M.Sc,
Executive Vice Director,
Statsbroen Store Baelt

F.Markvardt, M.Sc,
Chief Division Engineer,
Statsbroen Store Baelt

J.Hald Mortensen, Ph.D., M.Sc,
Project Engineer,
Statsbroen Store Baelt

Consulting Engineer,A.G.Frandsen, M.Sc.
Cowiconsult,
Consulting Engineers and Planners AS

B.H0jlund Rasmussen, Dr.Techn.,
B.H0Jlund Rasmussen,
Consulting Civil Engineers

P.Tryde, M.Sc, Associate Professor,
Institute of Hydrodynamics and Hydraulic
Engineering, Technical University of Denmark

The Ship Collision Committee was assisted by a number of specialists, individual
Consultants as well as firms and institutes. These are listed in Appendix 3.

1. THE GREAT BELT BRIDGE INVESTIGATIONS.

1.1 Location of the planned Great Belt Bridge.

The Great Belt Bridge is intended to connect Zealand and Funen by crossing the
19 km wide Great Belt, fig. 1. The alignment chosen is as shown in fig. 2,
which also shows the belt's depth profile and the principal geometrical requirements

of the bridge project. The bridge passes Sprog0, an island lying approximately

midway in the belt. The waters between Sprog0 and Zealand are designated
as the East Channel, and the waters between Funen and Sprog0, the West Channel.
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The preliminary investigations of the
problem of ship collisions were based
on a so-called deterministic method,
in which each bridge pier was dimen-
sioned for the impact force from the
bigges't ship that could sail in the
water depth at the site of the pier.
However, this simple design method,
which is clearly on the safe side,
would, for the reasons explained
below, lead to unreasonably high costs.

Most ships follow the deep-water na-
vigation route, T, through the East
Channel, see fig. 1. The West Channel
is little used and only by small
ships. With the traffic thus concentrated

in the East Channel, it did
not seem reasonable to safeguard all
the piers in both the West Channel
and the East Channel against collision

by the biggest ship passing the
Great Belt, which - on account of the
great depth of water over almost the
entire line of the bridge - would
have been the result of the deterministic

method.

Fig. 1 Location of the planned bridge and the deep-water navigation route, T.
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It was therefore deeided to construet a risk model which would enable a diffe-
rentiation of the risk distribution. The model is based on probability considerations

and makes it possible for the client to determine the risk level of the
bridge, expressed for example in the average time between collisions able to
interrupt the bridge connection.

ZEALAND

FUNEN ~"
SPROG0

East ChannelWest Channel

rx Korsar

BOm BRIDGE PROFILE

40-
«^ i

40m

Fig. 2 Alignment and longitudinal profile of the planned Great Belt Bridge.

Owing to the concentration of shipping in the East Channel it was found natural
to differentiate between the Eastern Bridge and the Western Bridge in the risk
analysis, and separate risk modeis were therefore developed for these two
sections of the Great Belt Bridge.

In this preliminary phase, a number of danish and international specialists were
drawn upon, see Appendix 3. The final modeis were constructed by SSB's Consultant

CAP-Consult.

An intensive literature seareh for obtaining information upon risk evaluations
as well as impact forces, was also performed during the preliminary phase. A

selected number of the references found are presented in Appendix 4.

1.2 The risk modeis

1.2.1 The risk model for the Eastern Bridge

The risk model for the Eastern Bridge is based on the available statistics of
shipping in the East Channel (route T), on the basis of which a distribution of
ship sizes has been prepared, see fig. 4. In order to allow for the future
development of shipping here, a forecast of the distribution up to the year 1990
has been made on the basis of present (and foreseeable) development trends. The
number of ships that pass the belt each year is about 20,000.

A water depth of 17 m is guaranteed in route T, which, for safety reasons,
corresponds to a draught of 15 m. It is therefore not possible for ships larger
than some 150,000 dwt to pass the Great Belt fully loaded. In bailast, even the
largest ships can pass; the biggest ship that has so far passed the Great Belt
was 396,000 dwt.

The risk model assumes that a certain fraction of the passing ships will be
uncontrollable. The probability of this is designated the causation probability
and is evaluated by Macduff, [3], and Y.Fujii, [4], at 2 x 10 This causation
probability allows for both human and mechanical failure.
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Route T

Z^Bridge

Location of ship at failure

Fig. 3 Ships out of control: Estimate
of possible courses towards the bridge

Of the uncontrollable ships, only those that subsequently collide with a bridge
pier constitute a real risk to the bridge. The probability of a ship out of
control hitting a bridge pier is designated the geometrical probability.

By estimating how the ships
will move once out of control,
see fig. 3, it is possible to
calculate the geometrical
probability for each pier of a

collision by a ship out of
control on the basis of the
location and geometry of the
pier and the sizes of the
ships.

Then, in connection with the
ship distribution curve, fig.
4, the product of the causation

probability and the
geometrical probability gives the

biggest ship that can be expected to collide with each bridge pier within a

given period. On the basis of an estimated average lifetime for the bridge, it
is therefore possible to find
the biggest ship for which each of
the bridge piers must be designed.

It should be noted that the above
presentation has been somewhat
simplified for the purposes of
clarity. In fact, the model also
incorporates coefficients to take
various other factors into account,
for example, the fact that not all
collisions are equally dangerous;
in addition, efforts have been made

to suit the causation probability
to the special conditions applying
in the Great Belt. The model also
assumes that the total risk to the
bridge is distributed over the
individual piers, and this has to
be done before the critical ships
can be found for each pier.

Fig. 4 Distribution of ship sizes in the
Great Belt, forecasted to the year 1990.

1.2.2 The risk model for the Western Bridge

As mentioned, shipping in the West Channel is sparse and limited to small ships.
The navigation span of the Western Bridge has thus a free navigation height of
only 14 m. Ships that can pass this navigation span are designated legitimate
ships. It was preliminarily deeided that all bridge piers and bridge superstructures

in the West Channel should be able to withstand impact by the biggest
legitimate ships.

In addition, an assessment has been carried out on how often a ship from route T

can get engine failure and begin to drift in the direction of the Western
Bridge, resulting in collision with this.

On the basis of wind and current statistics (velocities and directions), it is
possible to evaluate the proportion of the drifting ships that will be able to
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hit the Western Bridge, and evaluate the time it will take a drifting ship to
reach the bridge. By deducting from this quantity the ships whose drifting time
is of such a magnitude that salvage vessels can be expected to reach them before
they hit the bridge, we can find the biggest drifting ship in a given period in
the same way as for the Eastern Bridge. These calculations show that the
legitimate ships represent the greatest danger, even in the case of rather long
average intervals between collisions which are able to interrupt the bridge
connection.

1.2.3 Choice of risk level of the bridge

The above-mentioned two risk modeis enable the client to formulate load
specifications for ship collision on the basis of the risk level chosen.

The choice of risk level is a difficult one. It seems clear that the level
should be put in relation to the national risks normally accepted in the case of
major structures, e.g. dams, hydro-electric power stations, nuclear power
stations, multi-storey housing and big bridges and tunnels. However, the risk
levels for these are far from well defined.

An alternative method of choosing the risk level is a "cost-benefit" analysis,
in which the additional cost of safeguarding the bridge against ship collision
is weighed against the possible loss from a collision. However, such a calculation

depends on being able to evaluate the national economic loss resulting from
an interruption of the bridge connection, and as it must be ascertained that
such an estimate would, to a great extent, be based on arbitrary assumptions,
this approach has not been found feasible in this case.

On the basis of all the above considerations, an average period of 10,000 years
between collisions that can interrupt the Eastern Bridge and collisions that can
interrupt the Western Bridge has been chosen. In this connection, it should be
noted that the bridge is assumed to have a lifetime of 100 years.

1.3 Impact forces and structural measures against ship collision

1.3.1 Impact forces

Concurrently with the work on the risk modeis, an evaluation of the impact
forces from ships of various sizes was carried out. The evaluation of the impact
forces from small ships was based on Minorsky, [5] W.von Olnhausen, [ö] and
Woisin & Gerlach, [7], The articles of W.von Olnhausen and Woisin & Gerlach are
based on Minorsky's formula, which shows an empirical relationship between the

impact energy and the deformed volume of steel,
see fig. 5. The formula only has empirical cover
for impact energies up to about 50,000 tm,
corresponding, for instance, to the kinetic energy of
a 10,000 dwt ship sailing at a speed of about 16

knots.

LOW ENERGY

POINTS

' i ' | ' i i i I ' ' l

It was not considered justifiable, in the case of
big ships, to accept the considerable extrapola-
tion of Minorsky's formula that use of the
results from the above-mentioned articles would
imply.

Fig. 5 Minorsky's equation:
Empirical relationship between impact500 IOOO

absorbed ENERov (»ooTOHs-KNOTsi2 energy and deformed volume of steel.
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Fig. 6 Set-up for ship model collision
tests at Howaldtswerke - Deutsche Werft,
Hamburg.

It was therefore deeided to contact Shiffbau-Ingenieur G.Woisin in West Germany,
who, in the period 1967 to 1976, had been working at Howaldtswerke - Deutsche
Werft in Hamburg on a series of ship model collision tests for the purpose of

designing a protective structure
for reactors in nuclear-powered
ships. The tests consisted of
letting a model of the bows of a

ship run down a roller conveyor and

hit a model of the reactor protection,

see fig. 6.

One of the results of G.Woisin's
investigations is that the impact
force can be assumed to be approximately

constant during the collision,

although the impact force may
increase to twice the average value
for a brief period (.1-.2 see). In
addition, Woisin states that the
decisive factors for the magnitude
of the impact force are as follows,
in order of priority:
- design of the bows of the ship,
- speed of ship at moment of

collision, and
- displacement.

Fig. 7 shows Woisin's estimate of
the growth of the impact force with
the size of ship, including an
upper and a lower bound for the
impact force and a proposal for a
density function for use in a
probability analysis. In the case
of the Great Belt, it was deeided
to use the 70%-fractile for the
following reasons: Consider the
impact force given as the 50%-

fractile, and the size of the
dimensioning ship designated x dwt.
It is then possible to determine
the number of ships smaller than x
dwt, and with an impact force
bigger than the 50%-fractile as

well as the number of ships bigger than x dwt and with an impact force smaller
than the 50%-fractile. Since there are comparatively more smaller ships than big
ones, cf. fig. 4, the number of ships in the first group is bigger than the
number of ships in the second group, for which reason using the 50%-fractile
would be on the unsafe side. With the 70%-fractile, there will be approx. the
same number of ships in each group.

1.3.2 Fendering and protection measures

In addition to the aforementioned considerations, which imply designing the
piers to withstand the impact forces of ships colliding with them, the question
of providing protection enabling collisions to be avoided was looked into.

100=0

VM\H

Fig. 7 G. Woisins estimate of the growth
of the impact force with the size of ship.
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The possibility of establishing an emergency team with special ships to assist
in dangerous situations was investigated as well as the possibility of
establishing a fender-net to protect the Western Bridge. However, both these methods
were quickly abandoned.

1.3.3 Protective islands

At a rather early stage the investigation was therefore concentrated on the
possibility of safeguarding the bridge piers against ship collisions by means of
protective islands, fig. 8, partly because these had been favourably mentioned

in the replies to the questionnaire.
However, neither the replies to the
questionnaire nor a subsequent study
tour to France, from which extensive
material on protective islands had been
received, gave sufficient information to
enable the design of suitable islands.

SSB therefore initiated extensive model
tests at the Danish Geotechnical
Institute (DGI) and the Danish Hydraulic

„ Institute (DHI).

TT
X

Fig. 8 Example of an artificial
island.

At DGI tests were carried out in which
model of the front part of a ship of
simple geometry was forced into a sand
slope, while the earth pressure on the
bows was measured. These tests enabled
an equation to be formulated for the
calculation of earth pressure on the
bows.

Velocity (m/s)

--=9 6< r i

73

Toe of island

Test at DHI.

Computer Programme.

Fig. 9 Collision of ship with an
artificial island. The figure shows
tracks registered during hydraulic
model tests and tracks calculated by
means of the developed Computer
Programme

At the same time, at DHI, tests were
carried out in which ship modeis (a
250,000 dwt tank ship and a 50,000 dwt
Container ship) were collided with a
number of protective islands. During
these tests the effect of a large number
of parameters was investigated, including

- especially - the geometry of the
protective island and the effect of the
draught and speed of the ship on the
penetration length.

The results of the tests from DGI and
DHI were co-ordinated by DHI in
Cooperation with SSB's Consulting
engineers, Storebaltgruppen, and a Computer
Programme was developed for the Simulation

of a collision with a protective
island. An example of a simulated
collision is shown in fig. 9.

Protection of the bridge piers by means of artificial islands proved to be a
financially favourable Solution, but it was found that extensive use of such
islands would result in an alteration of the exchange of flow through the Great
Belt. As the consequences of this could not be directly assessed, it was deeided
initially only to use protective islands at anchor blocks and anchor piers.
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2. THE TENDER PROJECTS

On the basis of the investigations described above, simplified load specifications
have been prepared for ship collisions against the Great Belt Bridge. The

specifications aim partly at ensuring the stability of the bridge and partly at
ensuring that the individual structural members are sufficiently strong.

Stability is ensured by making the individual bridge piers able to resist the
impact force from the biggest ship that can collide with the pier, in aecordance
with the risk model. For anchor piers, however, alternative protection in the
form of protective islands can be provided.

For the tender projects for the Eastern Bridge the size of the biggest ship
decreases from 250,000 dwt for the main piers to 4,000 dwt for the side-span
piers that are farthest from the navigation Channel. The impact force from the
250,000 dwt ship is estimated at 44,000 tons, which is a little less than the
value corresponding to the 70%-fractile. This is due to the fact that a ship of
this size cannot pass the Great Belt fully loaded. The impact force from the
4,000 dwt ship (fully loaded) is estimated at 6,000 tons.

For the Western Bridge, the biggest ship is 1,000 dwt. The impact force from
this ship is estimated at 2,000 tons. As the superstructure of a ship of this
size can hit the superstructure of the Western Bridge, impact forces are also
specified for this type of collision.

The strength of the various structural members is ensured by specifying local
loads during a ship collision, the impact force being in principle distributed
over the cross section of the ship. For example, a local load consisting of line
loads of 250 t/m combined with an uniformly distributed surface load of 15 t/m
is specified.

The problem of ship collision has had a decisive influence on the design of the
tender projects. For example, the risk model has confirmed that Solutions with a

big free navigation width are preferable to Solutions giving several less wide
navigation spans.

The two tender projects for the navigation spans of the Eastern Bridge are shown
in fig. 10. One is a cable-stayed bridge with a 780 m span, and the other a
Suspension bridge with a 1,416 m span.

g -'.

DOC

Dimensions and levels are in m

Fig. 10 Tender projects for navigation spans of the planned Great Belt Bridge:
Cable-stayed bridge with 780 m span, and Suspension bridge with 1,416 m span.
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Part II: International Enquiry

0. INTRODUCTION

An international enquiry to procure information on the ship collision problem
was carried out as part of the preliminary work on the planned Great Belt Bridge.

The work was undertaken by the Ship Collision Committee, appointed by Statsbroen
Store Baelt (SSB), please refer to the introduction in part I of the present
publication.

The idea of performing an international ship collision enquiry was found
natural. The investigation made by Chr. Ostenfeld, [8], covered the period up to
1965, but the problem has been aggravated since then, amongst other reasons
because of the well known increase in ship sizes.

The questionnaire was sent out in the period 1977 to 1978. It was originally
sent to public authorities and organizations all over the world who could be
expected to be in possession of information on the problem. Since then, the
matter has been followed up when the replies received have required supplemen-
tation, and in many places, the questionnaire has been passed on by the original
recipients to other authorities/firms.

The authorities and firms from whom replies have been received are listed in
Appendix 1. Fig. 1 shows their geographical distribution.

The questionnaire, which took the form of approximately standardised letters of
enquiry, primarily requested information on the following points:
- actual ship collision accidents,
- design specifications with regard to ship collision and

- protection measures.

Some addressees were also asked for information on radar monitoring of shipping
etc.
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Fig. 1 Geographical distribution of the authorities and firms from
whom answers to SSB's ship collision enquiry have been received. Num-
bers refer to Appendix 1.
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1. SUMMARY OF SSB'S SHIP COLLISION ENQUIRY

1.1 General information on ship collision

It is clear from the replies received that most of the addressees consider the
problem of ship collision to be of minor importance. This is probably because
many of those questioned have been mainly concerned with small bridges passed by
small ships (especially river traffic).
Many of the bridges described in the replies are characterised by having some

form of protective structure, usually wooden fendering, either mounted directly
on the bridge piers or, for example, fixed to a system of steel piles driven
into the bottom. This fendering can only resist small impact forces, but is
often adequate in the case of small ships. That these mini-fenders are primärily
intended to protect ships does not alter the fact that they at the same time
protect the bridges. This is demonstrated by the fact that many of the replies
received report many examples of destroyed or damaged fendering, but very few
examples of damage to bridges, and then, in most cases, only of minor damage. It
is therefore hardly surprising that the problem of ship collision is often
regarded as relatively unimportant.

1.1.1 Determination of impact force

In places where more serious consideration is given to the problem of ship
collision, the impact forces are evaluated on the basis of energy considerations.

In this connection, mention is often made of Minorsky's equation, [5]
which gives an empirical relationship between the deformation of a ship's hüll
and the energy consumed for this deformation. However, simpler methods are also
used; for example, one of the replies from Britain (IIS)*-* mentions that the
energy used in the deformation of a ship's hüll is often put at half the impact
energy.

In Sweden (34), an investigation was carried out by W. von Olnhausen in 1964-66
on the anticipated impact forces on a future bridge across the 0resund. Here,
von Olnhausen used Minorsky's formula for an assessment of the growth of the
impact force with the compression of a ship's hüll, [6].

Other, rather extensive analyses for the determination of impact forces have
been performed in France (26), also on the basis of Minorsky's theory.

In the reply from West Germany (29), too, an article is mentioned in which
impact forces are evaluated analytically. The article in question, which is by
Woisin & Gerlach, is also based on Minorsky's work, [7].

1.1.2 Risk analysis

Several of the addressees State that ship collision is so improbable that the
risk can be neglected. However, except in one case, no actual assessment of the
probability seems to have been carried out. The exception is a reply from the
USA (37), concerning a planned off-shore nuclear power plant off the coast of
New Jersey. Here, extensive probability analyses were carried out to determine
the probability of a ship from a nearby waterway colliding with the power plant.

*) Numbers refer to Appendix 1.
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We have also been advised from Australia (120) that consideration was given to
the risk of collision in connection with the planning of the Second Hobart
Bridge. These considerations are described in [9J. It seems that the general
approach in assessing the risk is very much like that used for the planned Great
Belt Bridge, as described in part I of this publication.

1.1.3 Actual ship collisions since 1965

It is obvious from the replies that the rather general attitude to ship collision,

that collisions are so unlikely to occur that the risk can be neglected,
is not substantiated by experience. The replies mention quite a number of cases
of ship collisions, often with serious consequences for the bridges and, in
several instances, with loss of human lives.

Many reasons are given for these accidents, but three of them appear to predomi-
nate: human error, i.e., cases in which the accident was caused by misjudgment,
negligence, etc., on the part of one or more persons; mechanical failure,
especially of the steering gear; and finally, weather conditions, i.e. cases in
which anchored ships tore loose from their moorings in rough weather and drifted
against the bridge.

Appendix 2 contains a list of actual ship collisions. For the sake of complete-
ness, the list includes not only collisions described in the replies received,
but also collisions mentioned in newspapers and technical literature. The ap-
pendix Covers ship collisions after 1965. For ship collisions before this time
please consult the article by Chr. Ostenfeld,[8].

1.1.4 Literature

The replies contain many references to literature on ship collision, which have
been incorporated in Storebaeltgruppen's bibliography. This can be found in
extension in [2] and a selected extract can be found in Appendix 4 of this
publication.

1.2 Structural measures against ship collision

In this section a brief description will be given of some of the protective
structures mentioned in the replies.

As mentioned elsewhere, extensive use is made of fendering, but as this can only
resist small impact forces and is, furthermore, a common engineering structure,
it will not be described in detail here. Fig. 2 shows an example of what would
normally be a considerable structure, but in the case of the Great Belt Bridge
can be designated as a "small" fender only.

- TOP PI.ATE NOT SHOWN

IA A\ M A> M

nk3 CN
XJ D^

mk EMM

Fig. 2 Example of "small"
fender. Received from
State of California, Dept. of

J Transportation (112)
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1.2.1 Reinforced piers

After fendering, this seems to be the most common structural measure used.

A reply from Canada (127) mentions, for example, that the piers of the bascule
span of the Okanagan Lake Floating Bridge are designed to resist the force from
a 1,135 ton bärge, moving at a speed of 4\ knots, which grazes the pier at an
angle of 5 degrees. The impact force is not mentioned.

The reply from Sweden (34) states that certain piers in a number of small bridges

have been checked for ship collision forces of 1,000 tons, and that some of
the piers of the Öland Bridge have been designed for impact forces of up to
5,000 tons.

In West Germany (29), in connection with the planning of a number of highway
bridges over major rivers in 1971, impact forces of from 2,000 to 6,000 tons
perpendicular to the bridge and of from 1,000 to 2,000 tons parallel with the
bridge, depending on the water depth and locations of the piers, were specified.
In 1974, the Bundesministerium für Verkehr carried out an analysis of the anti-
cipated impact forces on a planned railway bridge over the Rhine. On the basis
of articles by Minorsky, Olnhausen, Woisin and Gerlach, and Ostenfeld, the
following impact forces were determined: 2,168 tons from a ship with a displacement

of 6,150 tons, sailing at a speed of 9\ knots; 735 tons from a ship with a

displacement of 10,150 tons, sailing at 5j knots; and 2,819 tons from a ship
with a displacement of 1,800 tons, sailing at 12 knots.

In a reply from Australia (120), it is stated that, after assessment of several
other Solutions, a decision has been taken to specify that the piers for the
planned Second Hobart Bridge, which is to Supplement the Tasman Bridge, shall be

designed for impact from ships with a displacement of up to 10,000 tons.

A reply from the USA (7) indicates that the Luling Bridge over the Mississippi,
which is at present under construction, was analysed for two impact forces,
2,000 tons and 27,000 tons. The ship sizes in question are 20,000 tons and

40,000 tons (gross ton?), and the speed is 7 knots. The reply does not indicate
how the impact forces were determined. The bridge piers are of the caisson-type.

1.2.2 Dolphins

The replies from Brazil (12,123) advise that the Rio-Niteroi Bridge is the only
bridge in Brazil that is protected against ship collision. The bridge has three

navigation spans, and the four
navigation piers are protected
both upstream and downstream
by gravel and stone filled,
circular sheet piling caissons
that are closed at the top
with a concrete slab. By means
of fender structures which
connect the caissons in pairs
and at the same time protect
the long sides of the piers,
the caissons are able to act
together, which actually
doubles their efficiency, see
fig. 3.

CONCRETE
SAND AND GRAVEL

STEEL SHEET PILING

SHS

JJ. MEAN SEA LEVEL

^JWrWJVtrAVYAT-V? ^V^WWAXyAvwway/.a.'1

Fig. 3 Artur da Costa e Silva Bridge (Rio-
Niteroi Bridge): pier protection. Figures
based on Der Bauingenieur, jan. 1973.
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In a reply from Canada (205A), big caissons filled with soft material are
described as presumably one of the most efficient protection structures because
they can act as a brake and possibly stop a ship.

1.2.3 Fender-net

This method of protection, although one of the more uncommon,
in the replies.

is mentioned twice

For example, in a reply from Australia (120), fender-net is mentioned as one of
the methods of protection considered in connection with the protection of the
Tasman Bridge.

In a reply from the USA (37),

X*T

Fig. 4 Proposal for fender-net for Atlantic
Generating Station, New Jersey, USA.

Figure received from Public Service Electric
& Gas Company (37).

fender-net is mentioned in connection with protec¬
tion against ship collision of the
previously mentioned planned off-
shore nuclear power plant, Atlantic
Generating Station in New Jersey.
The net consists of a circular
system of nylon cäbles supported by
buoys and anchored in the sea bed.
The power Station is protected by a

breakwater of Dolos elements, and
the idea of the fender-net was to
Supplement the breakwater. However,
the idea was abandoned for three
main reasons:
- the net would be a danger to

shipping, and especially to
small ships in the area,

- the net would hardly be able to
retain its efficiency throughout
he entire lifetime of the power
Station (40 years) and

- in any case, the breakwater gave
more than adequate safety.

The general lay-out for the fender-
net is shown in fig. 4.

1.2.4 Protective islands

Protective islands presumably provide the best possible protection of bridge
piers. This view is, for example, given in a letter from the USA (111), which
mentions that the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge at the entrance to New York harbour
is protected by means of artificial islands, see fig. 5.

In connection with the preliminary investigations for the Burrad Inlet Crossing
in Canada (126), which was, however, never built, the possibility was looked
into of having the planned, temporary working platforms extended into a permanent

ship collision protection. This protection was to have consisted of a
closed ring of caissons protected on the outside by rock/sand fill. The effect
from 20 frequent size ships in the area was investigated. The ships covered were
between 600 and 100,000 dwt. The critical ship was found to be one with 35,000
tons displacement, draught about 10 m and stem projection of about 17 m. Impact
speeds of 5 and 10 knots were assumed. The reply gave no details regarding the
method of analysis.
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*
Fig. 5 Verrazano-Narrows Bridge. The piers are protected by means of
artificial islands. The figure is based on material from Triborough
Bridge and Tunnel District (111).

401 prxossE

r^gP* _-__-L-

Fig. 6 Typicai cross-section of the breakwater

for Atlantic Generating Station.
Figure based on Nuclear Technology, Vol. 22,
may 1974.

The planned nuclear power Station off the coast of New Jersey in the USA is
meant to be protected by means of an artificial island built up of Dolos
elements. The Dolos elements are placed against a number of caissons which are
placed in a semi-circle around the nuclear power Station, with an inlet opening

in towards land; this inlet is
closed with caissons without
Dolos protection. Supply ships
have access to the area
between the row of caissons and
the power Station via narrow
Channels through the Dolos
protection. Inside this area
the power Station is protected
by a fender structure. The

artificial island is primarily
intended to act as a breakwater,

but its efficiency against
collisions has been demonstra-

ted by model tests, which included a test with a 326,000 dwt tanker in bailast,
moving at 16 knots. A typicai cross-section of the breakwater is shown in fig. 6.

A reply from Britain (115) mentions that model tests have been carried out there
on protective islands for the planned Orwell Bridge at Ipswich. The tests covered

ships up to 12,000 tons, moving at a speed of 8 knots.

In France (26, 204), model tests have been carried out on artificial islands in
connection with the planned Pont Honfleur, where the biggest ship is 100,000
dwt. The reply from France also mentioned that the St. Nazaire Bridge is
protected by means of artificial islands. The St. Nazaire Bridge crosses the River
Loire and is passed by ships of up to 240,000 dwt.

1.3 Non-structural methods of reducing risk

Non-structural methods of increasing the safety of a bridge include beaconing,
navigation restrictions and traffic monitoring. Some examples of these methods
are given in the replies.
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1.3.1 Beaconing

Beaconing is mentioned in several replies. There are apparently official
requirements in many places that the navigation through bridges be eased by means of
various types of beaconing, for example, buoys, sound and light signals, radar
reflectors and similar.

However, these types of aids are well known and will therefore not be discussed
in detail here.

1.3.2 Navigation restrictions

Replies from Brazil (12, 123) advise that there are navigation restrictions for
the Rio-Niteroi Bridge. As mentioned elsewhere, this bridge has three main
navigation spans, the piers of which are protected by means of sheet piling
caissons. Only big ships are allowed to use these three navigation spans, while
small ships are required to use the side spans.

The replies from Australia (116, 117) mention two examples of navigation
restrictions:

- At a number of bridges, a type of light regulation has been introduced,
indicating when the bridge may be passed in one direction and when it may be
passed in the other. This system is claimed to reduce the risk of collision
and, in one case, the Spit Bridge, "has created some order out of chaos".

- After a number of cases of fender damage and minor damage to the bridge
across the Richmond River at Wardell, an analysis of the causes of the
accidents was carried out in 1970. It was found that all the accidents had
occurred under identical circumstances, i.e.:
- tidal current in the navigation direction,
- ships in bailast,
- strong winds from one specific direction.

Consequently, passage of the bridge is forbidden when these three
conditions apply.

In a letter from Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District it is advised that
restrictions on navigation in the vicinity of the bridge have been introduced.
The bridge has been subjected to several serious collisions, and the U.S. Coast
Guard has therefore prepared a set of rules to regulate traffic in the area.
These rules are described as being extremely effective and have reduced the risk
of collisions.

1.3.3 Traffic monitoring

Traffic monitoring of harbours and rivers is extremely common, and there are
therefore naturally also many traffic-monitored bridges. However, none of the
replies mention examples of monitoring primarily for the sake of the safety of a

bridge. The principal reason for introducing traffic monitoring seems to be the
desire for greater safety for ships and for greater efficiency.

In West Germany (29), several major rivers are monitored with long radarchains.
The experience with this form of monitoring has been good: the number of
collisions has fallen and navigation conditions, especially in fog, have improved.

In San Francisco there is a very advanced radar monitoring system. The
California Department of Transportation (112) manages 4 bridges in this area, but
advises that the efficiency of the system has not yet been demonstrated in
connection with a collision Situation.
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The literature contains references to plans for a radar system developed
specially for the Sidney Lanier Bridge in Georgia, USA. However, there is at
present no information on the State of this project.

2. SYNTHESIS OF THE SHIP COLLISION ENQUIRY

One of the main impressions from the replies to the questionnaire is that special

structural measures to protect bridges against ship collision are not
common. At the same time, the replies (and the technical Journals) show that ship
collisions actually occur - and are even comparatively frequent.

However, most of the collisions involve small ships that only graze bridge
piers, and as small fendering is almost a matter of course, the consequences of
such collisions are usually rather limited.

More serious collisions are rarer, but do occur.

For example, the Pontchartrain Bridge in the USA has been exposed to 4 collisions.

The las't in 1974, when 4 of its spans feil down and 3 people were killed.
This accident was caused by a tug towing 4 empty barges, which hit a bridge pier
a long way from the navigation span. The tug-skipper had fallen asleep at the
wheel.

The Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel has also been subjected to several serious ship
collisions, the latest of which occurred in 1972. In almost all cases, the
accidents were caused by ships being repeatedly thrown against the bridge in
stormy weather.

In a collision against the Benjamine Harrison Memorial Bridge, USA, in 1977, two

spans collapsed. This accident was caused by an electrical fault in the ships
steering gear.

These three examples of serious ship collisions serve to show that such accidents

have a wide variety of causes. However, it does seem that the three causes
described here - human error, mechanical failure and bad weather - have the
highest frequency.

The last major bridge disaster involving loss of human life occurred in Tasmania
in 1975. Here, the Tasman Bridge was hit by a ship a long way from the navigation

span, resulting in the collapse of 3 spans. The reason was human error.
Several people were killed.

One of the things noticed about the Tasman Bridge disaster and several other
bridge accidents, including those at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel and the
Pontchartrain Bridge, is that the collisions occurred a long way from the
navigation spans, at locations where the bridges were unprotected.

Another thing - which also applies in the above three cases - is that the
structures are often lightweight structures, for example, bridges founded on
high piling. This may explain why the ship collisions had considerably more
serious consequences than might have been expected with the rather moderate
sizes of the ships involved in the accidents.

The above two factors can, perhaps, be taken as an indication that it is not
sufficient just to safeguard the navigation span piers of a bridge and, further,
that the structural design of a bridge is of great importance to its ability to
withstand ship collisions.
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Officially, the problem of ship collision is only recognized to a limited ex-
tent. In places where it is taken into consideration, this is apparently done
from project to project, with the client himself determining the extent to which
his bridge is to be safeguarded, in the absence of official directions. Put in
another way, the client fixes his own risk level.

France is the only country of those from whom replies have been received to
State that it has a clear, official line, requiring the safeguarding of all
bridges against ship impact. For small ships, this is done by reinforcing the
piers, while in the case of big ships, Steps are taken to ensure that the ships
go aground on artificial islands around the piers. The official French view is
that ship collision is so frequent an occurrence that it is absolutely essential
to safeguard against it.
The ship collision enquiry, apart from yielding concrete information that has
been taken into account in the design work on the planned Great Belt Bridge, has
also given the clear impression that there is very great interest in some places
in the problem of ship collision and that this interest is increasing.
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APPENDIX 1

List of authorities and firms who have participated in Statsbroen Store Baelt's
ship-collision enquiry.

The list is arranged in alphabetical order by nationality.

In cases in which the authority or Organization to whom the questionnaire was

sent have delegated the task of replying to others, e.g. the Consulting
engineers for the bridge in question, it is the replying body that is listed.

The numbers beside each name are used as references in the text.

Australia
15 Ministry of Public Works

G.Maunsell and Partners
Maritime Services Board
of New South Wales
Department of Main Roads
New South Wales
Harbours and Marine Dept.

36
116

117

119
and Marine Board Sp.lin

120 Department of Main Roads
Tasmania

24

Swi;den
elgium 34

27 Ministere des Travaux Publics
USA

razil 5

12 Ministerio dos Transportes 7

123 ECEX 8

37

anada
10 St.Lawrence Seaway 103
16 Ministry of Public Works

126 C.B.A. Engineering Ltd. 107
127 Swan Wooster Engineering

Co. Ltd.
111

202 Transport Canada 112
205A Port of Vancouver
205B

iritain

Port of Montreal 201

211
31 National Ports Council
35 Liverpool Underwriters

Association
101 Salvage Association
104 The Hydraulic Research Station
110 Dept. of Transport
115 Sir W.Halcrow and Partners
124 LLR Shipping Information

Centre
206 National Maritime Institute
210 Lloyd's of London Press Ltd

France
26 Ministere de l'Equipement

204 Port Autonome de Nantes -
St.Nazaire

Portugal
25 Ministerio des Obras Publicas

Ministerio de Obras Publicas

Statens Vagverk

Port of New York
State of Louisiana
State of Virginia
Public Service Electric and
Gas Company
Int.Bridge Tunnel and Turnpike

Ass.
Port of New Orleans
Triborough Bridge and Tunnel
District
California Dept. of Transportation

Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel
Commission
Steinman, Boynton, Gronquist
& Birdsall

West Germany
29 Bundesministerium für Verkehr

Finland
32 Vag- och Vattenbyggnads-

styrelsen
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APPENDIX 2

List of registered ship collisions since 1965

The following is a list of registered ship collisions since 1965. With the
period covered here, the ship collisions listed constitute a Supplement to those
described in Chr. Ostenfeld's article from 1965, [8].

The data listed are based on the replies to SSB's ship collision questionnaire,
supplemented by information found in technical Journals. The list includes ship
collisions not only with bridges, but also with quays and oil piers, because
this type of accident, too, helps to give an impression of how a ship collision
occurs and of the risk level in general.

The list is arranged in alphabetical order by nationality and in chronological
order within each nation. The reference numbers following SSB correspond to
those used in Appendix 1. The list Covers the period from 1965 to the end of
1978:

Country/Collision Year/Structure - Description. References.

Australia/1975/Tasman Bridge over the River Derwent, Hobart, Australia. Opened
1964. The bridge is a 4-lane concrete bridge on double columns resting on a

plinth supported by high piling. The water depth is up to 37 m. The navigation
span has a width of 94 m and a height of 45 m. The river is heavily trafficated.
Upstream of the bridge there is a zinc mine served by bulk-carriers of up to
40,000 dwt. The two piers of the navigation span are protected by gravitation
fenders designed to absorb a glancing blow (15°) from a 15,000 t (dwt ship
sailing at 8 knots. The bridge deck (continuous) has weak joints over the
supports. This built-in failure mechanism functioned perfectly during the accident
in 1975. On 1975-01-05, the bulk-carrier SS Lake Illawara (7,200 dwt. loaded
with zinc concentrate) collided head on with two piers, hitting the bridge at a

relatively small angle. One of the causes of the accident was a fault in the
steering gear, but the captain was held responsible on grounds of poor seaman-
ship both before and after discovering of the steering fault. Three bridge spans
(a 42 m) feil in the water, two piers were totally destroyed. Between 12 and 20

people lost their lives and the ship sank. (Ref.: SSB 15 and 36, Civ.Eng.Trans-
act. April 67., Int. Constr. May 1977, Eng. News Record (ENR) 1975-01-09 and
1975-01-16, New Civil Eng. 1975-01-09 and Constr. News 1975-01-09).

Brazil/1977 The oil pier in Sao Sebastiao was seriously damaged in a collision.
(Ref.: Ingeni0ren 1977-12-13).

Canada/1968/The railway bridges in Vancouver Harbour, Canada. The old railway
bridge, built in 1925, the new railway bridge under construction in 1968. On

1968-05-08, the freighter Yohu Maru (cargo 23,000 tons coal) hit first a pier in
the old bridge and then a pier in the new bridge. No information on the reason
for the accident. It is understood that the old bridge suffered considerable
damage. (Ref.: SSB 205A)

Canada/1975/CNR swing bridge over the Fräser River in New Westminster, Canada.
The 700 m long Swiftsure Prince tore loose from its moorings in heavy winds and
collided with the bridge on 1975-12-26. The bärge apparently hit the bridge
superstructure. One span (130 m) feil down. The bridge piers were undamaged.
(Ref.: SSB 126).

Canada/1975/CNR swing bridge over Grand Narrows, Canada. On 1976-08-27 the
Shirley Ann W (146 BRT) hit one of the bridge supports (placed below water
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level). As the swinging span was only partially open, the ship had to pass close
by the submerged support, whereby the accident happened. The ship went aground
on the support. There was apparently little damage to either ship or support.
(Ref.: SSB 202).

Denmark/1973/The pierhead at the entrance to Copenhagen habour. On 1973-04-29
the Swedish freigther MS Vikaren (7,100 dwt) hit the pier head, which suffered
considerable damage. The accident was caused by a fault in the steering gear.
(Ref.: Report of CH. Simonsen to NVF-Committee 60, 1973-05-22).

Denmark/1978/The lighthouse on Roms0 Tue. The West-German freighter Ando (578
dwt) ran into and knocked down the lighthouse. Cause unknown. The ship had to
seek harbour for repairs. (Ref.: Politiken 1978-01-28).

Britain/1968/A 90,000 ton tanker did £ 1 1/4 mill. worth of damage in a frontal
collision with an oil pier in Liverpool. (Ref.: Times 1968-11-08).

Britain/1972/The crane quay in Felixstowe was hit and sunk. A complete new quay
had to be built at a cost of £ 300,000 (93 x 31 m). (Ref.: Dock & Harbour
Authority Nov. 1972).

Sweden/1977/The Tingstad Bridge across the canal at Göteborg Port, Sweden. A

railway bridge with a swinging span - steel lattice structure. On 1977-09-10,
the bridge was hit by the gas tanker S0rine Tholstrup (1600 dwt in ballast)
Reason unknown. (The pilot advised after the accident that there was a fault in
the steering gear). One end of the bridge feil down (acc. to the source, the
connection to land was pulled loose). Only slight damage to the ship.
(Ref.: Politiken 1977-09-11 and 1977-09-12).

USA/1965/Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, California, USA. In the autumn of 1965, a
US naval ship out of control collided with one of the piers. The fender System
was damaged as well as a beam (3.6 x 1.2 m) in the pier. (Ref.: SSB 112).

USA/1967/1970/1972/Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel, Virginia, USA. Opened 1964. 28
km long bridge (with 2 tunnels and 4 artificial islands). Water depth varies
between 7 and 21 m. Ship-collision loading was not taken into account in the
design. The bridge was involved in collisions in Sept. 1972, Jan. 1970 and 1967.
In all three cases, a ship was repeatedly thrown against the bridge in a storm.
In 1967 and 1972, the ship involved was a bärge which had torn loose from its
moorings, and in 1970 it was the USS Yancy, which apparently had erfgine trouble.
In 1967 one span feil down and five others were seriously damaged. In 1970, five
spans feil down and five others were seriously damaged. In 1972 two spans feil
partly down and five others were damaged. In addition to these accidents, the
bridge was hit once in 1966 and again in 1967; in both these cases, the bridge
could be kept open during the repair-work. (Ref.: SSB 201, ENR 1972-11-23, 1970-
01-29 and 1970-03-12).

USA/1972/A bärge, SCC 620 collided with the quay in Louisville, Kentucky. Impact
force: approx. 2,000 tons. (Ref.: NTIS AD-902 863).

USA/1972/The Sidney Lanier Bridge across the Brunswick River, Georgia, USA.
Started 1949, opened about 1960. 1340 m long, 4-lane bascule bridge. Main span
and towers in lattice girders, other spans: concrete slabs on steel girders,
supported by double columns. Free height outside navigation span: about 13-14
m. On 1972-11-07, the freighter SS African Neptune (12,900 dwt) hit the bridge
superstructure with her bows beside the bascule span. Two reasons: the helmsman
failed to follow the pilot's Instructions properly, and neither the pilot nor
the captain discovered the mistake in time. Three spans feil down (a 135-m long
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section). The bridge piers were apparently undamaged. 10 people killed. Only
slight damage to ship. (Ref.: NTIS AD-781 298, ENR 1972-11-16).

USA/1974/The Pontchartrain Bridge, New Orleans, USA. Actually two parallel
bridges, the old one opened in 1956 and the new one in 1969. Both bridges in
prestressed concrete, founded on high piling. A tug pulling four empty barges
hit an unprotected pier some way from the navigation span in August 1974. The

tugskipper had fallen asleep. A 72 m long section spanning over four spans feil
down. Three people killed. The bridge has been involved in 9 collisions since
1956. (Ref.: SSB 7, ENR 1974-08-08).

USA/1975/Mount Hope Bridge, Rhode Island, USA. Suspension bridge main span about
300 m, towers in steel lattice. The bridge was hit during the night in heavy fog
in 1975. The pilot had apparently not heard the bridge's warning bell. The sides
of the bows of the ship projected far enough beyond the outlines of the pier to
cut through 25% of one of the towers. The bridge pier itself was only glanced,
and the damage of this is described as of minor extent. (Ref.: SSB 211).

USA/1976/The Pass Manchac Bridge over the canal between Lake Pontchartrain and
Lake Maurepas (US Route 51), Louisiana, USA. 900 m long, 2-lane bridge, concrete
slab on steel girders, intermediate supports with 2, 3 or 4 concrete columns in
each. Bridge deck about 15 m above water level. In 1976 the bridge was hit by an
unmanned bärge, which collided with an unprotected pier. The bärge was off
course because of strong current. The tugboat skipper was held responsible.
Three spans (24, 32 and 21 m) feil down. At least one person killed. The bärge
was hit by the collapsing bridge spans but did not sink. (Ref.: SSB 7, ENR

1976-09-23).

USA/1977/Benjamine Harrison Memorial Bridge - US Route 156 over the James River,
Hopewell, Virginia, USA. Opened in 1967. 1340 m long, 2-lane bridge with bascule
span. Main span (105 m) and adjacent span on either side in steel lattice
(these spans built together with the towers). The bridge deck is supported on
double columns. On 1977-02-24 the tanker Marine Floridan (25,000 dwt in bailast)
hit and destroyed a bridge pier, after which the ship's superstructure hit the
steel lattice span (the ship's hüll passed under the bridge). Reason: electrical
fault in the steering gear. One end of the steel lattice span feil into the
ship, while an adjacent span (34 m) feil into the water. The bascule span got
wedged in its top position. During attempts to save this span (10 days later),
the tower collapsed taking the lattice span with it as it feil. One end of the
bascule span remained hanging by a few wires from the other tower. The ship was
only slightly damaged by the falling bridge span, but when the tower feil down

it caused considerable damage to the ship's superstructure.
(Ref.: SSB 8, ENR 1977-03-03).

USA/1977/^rhe San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, California. In September 1977,
the bridge was hit by a crane mounted on a bärge. The bridge was seriously
damaged. (Ref.: ENR 1977-09-22).

USA/1977/The Union Avenue Bridge across the Passiac River, New Jersey, USA.

Built in about 1897. A 2-lane bridge with a swinging span. Main piers founded on
wooden piles. In April 1977 the bridge was hit by an empty oil bärge when the
tow-rope to the tug snapped. The bärge hit a pier at the navigation span. The

pier was destroyed and one of the adjacent bridge spans (16 m) feil down. (This
was later raised and a new pier was built under it). (Ref.: ENR 1977-08-25).

West Germany/1977/Oil pier at Wilhelmshaven. The oil tanker AI Fountas (209,000
dwt) hit the oil pier. Fault in engine (steering gear 109 m of the pier were
destroyed. Only slight damage to the ship. (Ref.: Dock & Harbour Auth. Aug.
1975).
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APPENDIX 3

The following persons, firms and institutes have participated in the investigations

relating to the ship collision problem (in alphabetical order):

CAP-Consult,
Computer Aided Planning

Danish Geotechnical Institute

Danish Hydraulic Institute

Danish Ship Research Laboratory

Ferry-Leader on M/S Roms0,
DSB - Danish State Railways

Dr. Y. Fujii,
Electronic Navigation Research
Institute,
Tokyo, Japan

T. R. Funder, Chief of Section,
Ministry of Commerce
(Leader of the Ministry's Reference
Group on Ship Collision)

Dr. E. M. Godwinn,
Marine Traffic Research Unit,
England

Commander F. Heimdal,
Royal Danish Navy

Professor A. Jensen,
Institute of Mathematical Statistics and
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APPENDIX 4

Bibliography on ship collision literature.

The following list of references on ship collision literature is an extract from
Storebaeltgruppen's bibliography, which can be found in [2J

However, the order of the references has been changed and is in this publication
given in chronological order, subsequently alphabetically by authors. Furthermore,

a few amendments and additions have been made.

AUTHOR / TITEL / REF. KETWORDS

minorsky""-"" -hip TRAFFIC
AN ANALYSIS OF SHIP COLLISIONS
JOURNAL OF SHIP RESEARCH.1959,PG. 1-t. SHIP COLLISION

ENERGY ABSORBTIOM

hÄywÖÖdTÜThT SHIP BUILDING
A THEORETICAL NOTE ON SHIP COLLISIONS.
NAVAL COMSTRUCTIOU RESEJRCH ESTABLISHMENT REPORT R *H5. SHIP COLLISION
FEBRUARY 1961. COLLISION FORCE

HARIRÄtT*"ET"ÄÜ SHIP BUILDING
RESEARCH ON THE COLLISION RESISTING CONSTRUCTION OF A NUCLEAR SHIP.
MITSUBISHI NIPPOM HEAVY INDUSTRIES TECHNICAL REVIEW t,1963. SHIP COLLISION

MODEL TEST
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HAYWOOD.J.H. SHIP BUILDING
SHIP COLLISIONS AT VARYING ANGLES OF IMCIDENCES.
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT REPORT N16S SHIP COLLISION
FEBRUARY 1961. COLLISION FORCE^

ÄkITA^yXet'a'l" SHIP BUILOING
REPORT OF THE COLLISION BARRIER OF NUCLEAR POWEREO SHIPS.
SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS OF JAPAN,VOL. 118.1965. SHIP COLLISION

COLLISION FORCE

MANLEY.C.V. SHIP TRAFFIC
MERCHANT SHIP LOSSES. A GENERAL REVIEH
ROYAL INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTIS.MARCH 1965. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

OLNHAUSEN.W.VON BRIDGE BUILOINS
PBSEGLING AV BROPELARE.
KONSTRUKTIONSBYRHN.KUNGL VEG- OCH VATTENBYGGNADSSTYRELSEN. SHIP COLLISION
DEL I : 27/11-1961* DEL 2: 30/3-1965. COLLISION FORCE

OSTENFELD,CHR. SHIP COLLISION
SKIBSSTUD ^OD BROPILLER.
IIIGEIII0REN NR.3. 1.FEBRUAR 1965.

OSTENFELO.CHR. BRIDGE BUILDING
SHIP COLLISIONS AGAINST BRIDGE PIERS.
AIPC MEMOIRES 1965. SHIP COLLISION

COLLISION FORCE

ROCCOTELLI.S. SHIP BUILDING
CONCERNING EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH APPLIED TO NAVAL CONSTRUCTION.
IIAVAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL.1965.PG. 705-71*. SHIP COLLISION

MODEL TEST

BEATT1E.J.H. SHIP TRAFFIC
COLLISION IN EUROPEAN WATERS.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1966.PG. H36-"»<*5. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

RENARD.J. BRIDGE BUILDINS
EMERSY CONSIDERATIONS ON THE DESIGN OF DOLPHINS.
ACIER NO. 2. 1966. SHIP COLLISION

PROTECTIVE MEASURE

WYLIE.F.J. i DEACON.D. SHIP TRAFFIC
THE STATISTICS OF COLLISIONS AT SEA.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1966.PG. 262-261. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

FOSTER.W.C. SHIP TRAFFIC
THE ANALYSIS OF MARINE CASUALTIES
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION.1967.PG. 211-218. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

WEPSTER.A, SHIP TRAFFIC
COLLISIONS IN WESTERN EUROPEAN RIVERS.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1967.PG. 12-16. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

BEER,W.J. SHIP TRAFFIC
ANALYSIS OF WORLD MERCHANT SHIP LOSSES.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS,MARCH 1968. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

NETHERLANDS PILOTS ASSOCIATION SHIP TRAFFIC
COLLISIONS IN THE RIVER SCHELDT
JOURNAL Or NAVIGATION.1968.PG. 118-161. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

BELLI,V. SHIP BUILDING
UN THE BEHEAVEIOR OF OOW STRUCTURES IN COLLISION TESTS.
TECNICA ITALlANA.MARCH 1970. SHIP COLLISION

MODEL TEST

KRAY,CASIMIR J. SHIP TRAFFIC
HANÜLING PROBLEMS OF VERY LARGE SHIPS IN APPROACH CHANNELS SHIP MANEUVRING
BULLETIN OF THE PERMANENT INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NAVIGATION
CONGKESSES.NO. 5.1970.

SAKAI.T. ET AL. SHIP BUILDING
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE STRENGTH OF COLLISION BARRIER OF SHIP.
JOURNAL OF THE KANSAI SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.1970. SHIP COLLISION

MODEL TEST
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SUHARA.T. ET AL.
STRENGTH OF HUGE TANKERS IM COLLISION.
REPORT OF SHIP RESEARCH INSTITUTE.1970.PG. 281-291.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

WOISIN,G. HYDRAULIC ENG.
ESTIMATION OF FORCE IN COLLISION BETWEEN SHIPS AND OFFSIIORE LIGHTHOUSE
8. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LIGHTHOUSES AND OTHER AIDS TO SHIP COLLISION
NAVIGATION.AISM.IALA.STOCKHOLM 1970. COLLISION FORCE

EURATOM
COLLISION TESTS WITH SHIP MODELS.
EURATOM REPORT EUR 1560E LUXEMBURG,1971.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

HAWKINS.S. ET AL.
A LIMITED SURVEY OF SHIP STRUCTURAL DAMAGE.
SHIP STRUCTURE COMMITTEE,1971. AD 733085.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

SPINELLI.F. i BELLI.V.
PROTECTION DU COMPARTIME^IT DU REACTEUR .RESULTATS DE 21 ESSAIS.
ASSOCIATION TECHNICAL MARITIME.1971,

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

WATT.J.
COLLISIONS INVOLVING VERY LARGE SHIPS.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION.1971.PG. 103-105.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE

WHEATYS.J.H.W.
CIRCUMSTANCES OF COLLISIONS AND STRftNOINGS.
BSRA NO. 35298. 1971.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

AKITA,Y. - KITAMURA.K.
A STUDY ON COLLISIONS BY AN ELASTIC STEM TO A SICE STRUCTURE OF SHIPS.
JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS OF JAPAN.
JUNE 1972,VOL.131.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

BUDRIDGE.G.J.
THE SAN FRANCISCO EXPERIMENTAL VESSEL TRAFFIC SYSTEM.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ADVANCES IN MARINE NAVIGATIONAL
AIDS 1972. IEE CONFERENCE PUBL. NO. 87.

SHIP TRAFFIC

TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE
SHIP COLLISION

GRIMES.C.
A SUPVEY OF MARINE ACCIDENTS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO TANKERS.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1972.PG. 196-5X0.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

MCDERMOTT.J.F.
CLORIIIE BÄRGE COLLISION. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS.
ROSEIIBLATT AND SON,INC. AD 902863.1972.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
CASE RECORD

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE
ENDE DE L'ARRET D'UN NAVIRE SUR UN TALUS D'ENROCHEMENT
DIRECTION DES PORTS MARITIMES ET DES VOIES NAVIGABLES
SERVICE TECHNIQUE. AVRIL 1972

SHIP COLLISION
PROTECTION ISLAND

NATIONAL PORTS COUNCIL
TP.ENCS IN TYPES. SIZES... OF CONTAINER AND ROLL-ON VESSELS
NATIONAL PORTS COUNCIL, BULLETIN NR. 2,1972

SHIP BUILDING
SHIP TRAFFIC

U.S. COAST GUARO
ANALYSIS OF SS"ARIZ0NA STANDA"RD"/SS"OREGON STANDARD"COLLISION.
ROSENDLATT AND SON, INC.. 1972.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
CASE RECORO

ANDO.N. ET AL.
A STUDY ON THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OF SHIP IN COLLISION (1. REPORT),
REPORT OF SHIP RESEARCH INSTITUTE,VOL. 10 NR. 3 PG. 109.1973.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

ANDO.N. ET AL.
A STUDY ON THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OF SHIP IN COLLISION (2. REPORT),
REPORT OF SHIP RESEARCH INSTITUTE.VOL. 10 MR. 1 PG. 187,1973.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
MODEL TEST

BOVET.O.M.
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF TANKER COLLISIONS AND GRtlUNDINGS.
I1TIS AD-757175.1973.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS
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FUJII.Y. _ YAMANOUCHI.H.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF COLLISIONS IN JAPAN.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1973,PG. 108-113.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

HAMMONO.R. PHILIP
PROTECTING OFFSHORE PLANTS FROM SHIP COLLISION.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY.VOL. 16 SUPPL.1,1973.

NUCLEAR PLANT

PROTECTIVE MEASURE

LUONG.M.P,
ETUDE DE LA RESISTANCE A LAVAMCEMENT DUN NAVIRE DANS UN TALUS DE SABLE
ECOLE POLYTECHNIOUE-LABORATORIE DE MECANIQUE DES SOLIDES.
MARS 1973.

BRIDGE BUILDING

PPOTECTIVE MEASURE
SHIP COLLISION

OLDENKAMP.I.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SHIP'S MANOEUVRES.
SHIP IIANDLING SYMPOSIUM, WAGENINGEN
28.-30. OF NOVEMBER 1973,PAPER NO.12.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP MANEUVRING

VEJDIREKTORATET
M/S VIKAHEMS PRSEJLING AF KRONLBBETS SPNDRE MOLEHOVEO.
VEJDIREKTORATET.NVF-UDVALG 60.LASTGRUPPEN.1973

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
CASE RECORD

ANDERSON,A.L.
STATE OF THE ART DOCUMENTATION - NUCLEAR SHIP COLLISION STUOIES.
NMRC,GALVESTON.TEXAS.OCTOBER 1971.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
COLLISION FORCE

CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE ET D'INDUSTRIE DU HAVRE
PONT D'IIONFLEUR. CARACTERISTIQUES DES CHOCS DE BaTEAUX.
CHAMCRE DE COMMERCE ET D'INDUSTRIE DU HAVRC,OCTOBRE 1971

BRIDGE BUILDING

PPOTECTIVE MEASURE
SHIP COLLISION

DIRECTION DES PORTS MARITIMES ET DES VOIES NAVIGABLES.
CONSTRUCTION D'UN DEUXIEME PONT FRANCHISSANT L'EsTUAIRE DE LA SEINE.
DIRECTION DES PORTS MARITIMES ET DES VOIES NAVIGABLES,
SERVICE TECHNIQUE CENTRAL.COMPIEGNE 1971-01-01.

BRIDGE BUILDING

PPOTECTIVE MEASURE
SHIP COLLISION

FUJII,Y..YAMANOUCHI.H. i MIZUKI.N.
THE PROBABILITY OF STRANDING.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION,1971.PG. 239-213.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

GRENEKER.E.F. ET AL.
THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES To PREVENT COLLISIONS.
NTIS PB-233211,1971.

BRIDGE BUILDING

TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE
SHIP COLLISION

HARA.K.
PROBABILITY OF COLLISION IN A MOOEL COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM.
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION, 1971, VOL.27, NO.4, PG. 496-509.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

HUNTER.T.
RECENT TRENDS IN SIzES AND DIMENSIONS OF TANKERS.
NATIONAL PORTS COUNCIL.BULLETIN NO. 6,1971.

SHIP BUILDING

DRAUGHT
BEAM

KOSTILAINEN.V. X HYVJRINEN.M.
SHIP CASUALTIES IN THE BALTIC.GULF OF FINLAND AND GULF OF BOTHNIA 1971
JOURNAL OF NAVIGATION.1971.PG. 220-234.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

MACDUFF.T,
THE PROBABILITY OF VESSEL COLLISIONS.
OCEAH INDUSTRI.SEPTEMBER 1974.PG. 144-148.

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
STATISTICS

MCOERMOTT.J.F. ET AL.
TANKER STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS FOR MINOR COLLISIONS.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE SOCIETY NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS.1974

SHIP TRAFFIC

SHIP COLLISION
Er.ERGY ABSORBTION

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE
NOTE SUR LES CHOCS DES BATEAUX SUR LA PILE NORO PU PONT OE HONFLEUR.
MINISTERE DE L•EQUIPEMENT. DIRECTION DES PORTS MARITIMES ET
DES VOIES NAVIGABLES.COMPIEGNE 19 JUILLET 1974

BRIDGE BUILDING
SHIP BUILDING
SHIP COLLISION
COLLISION FORCE

SCHMIECIIEN.H.
ZUR KOLLISIONSDYNAMIK VON SCHIFFEN
JAIIRLUCII DER SCHIFFBAUTECIINISCEN GESELLSCHAFT, 1974.
PG. 357-372.

SHIP BUILDING

SHIP COLLISION
ENERGY ABSORBTION
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SOCIETE NOUVELLE DES ATELLERS ET CHAfJTIERS DU HAVRE. BRIDGE BUILDING
ETUOE DE L'FNERGIE DE DEFORMATION AEsnpBEE PAR UH IIAVIRE SHIP BUILDING
SOCIETE NOUVELLE DES ATELLERS ET CHAHTIERS DU HAVRE.1974 SHIP COLLISION

EIERGY ABSORBTION

U.S. COAST GUARD BRIDGE BUILDING
SS AFRICAN HEPTUNE: COLLISION WITH THE SINNEY LANIER BRIDGE.
NTIS AD-781298.1974, SHIP COLLISION

CASE RECORD

MINISTERE DE L'EOUIPEMENT.FRANCE BRIDGE BUILDING
CHOC DE BATEAU SUR UNE PILE DE PONT
MINISTERE DE L'EOUIPEMENT. SETRA.DIVISION DES OUVRAGES D'ART-A. SHIP COLLISION
NOVEMCRE 1975. COLLISION FORCE

MINORSKY.V.U. SHIP TRAFFIC
SHIP CASUALTY ANALYSIS.
NTIS PB-256 617,1975. SHIP COLLISION

STATISTICS

MINORSKY,V.U. SHIP BUILDING
SHIP COLLISION STUDY. PRESENT SITUATION SURVEY. SHIP TRAFFIC
NTIS PB-254750.1975.

SHIP COLLISION

NORSKE VERITAS.OET HYDRAULIC ENG.
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS - IMPACT LOADS FROM BOATS.
DET NORSKE VERITAS.TECNICAL NOTE 17/3-197S. SHIP COLLISION

COLLISION FORCE

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY SHIP COLLISION
AGS-PRELIMIlfARY SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT IEXTRACTS) SHIP TRAFFIC
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY.1975

WHEATLEY.J.H.W. S JOHNSON.D;R. SHIP TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS IN THE OOWER STRAIT.
THE DOCK AND HARBOUR AUTHORITY,MAY 1975. STATISTICS

TRAFFIC SEPARATION

WILLIAMSOri.G.A. SHIP BUILDING
THE PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND OPERATIVE DRAUGHTS OF BULK CARRIERS.
MARI'IE TRANSPORT CENTRE. UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL. DRAUGHT
DECEMBER 1975. BEAM

DAYNTON.R.B. SHIP TRAFFIC
ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE COLLISION INCIDENTS, VOLUME I S II. SHIP COLLISION
OPERATIONS RESEARCH INC. STATISTICS
NTIS AP-A029034 ANO NTIS AD-A0367S2. 1976.

JONES.NORMAN, SHIP BUILDING
Oll THE COLLISION PROTECTION OF SHIPS.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING AND DESIGN, VOL.38 NO.2, 1976.

KNIGHT.SIR ALLAN BRIOGE BUILDING
RESTOPATIOM AND WIOENING OF THE TASMAN BRIDGE,
THE JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS.AUSTRALIA, SHIP COLLISION
JULY-AUGUST 1976.PG. 23-27. CASE RECORD

LAWSON,W.O. CT AL, BRIDGE BUILDING
TASMAN BRIDGE RESTORATION-ULTRASONIC UNDERWATER SURVEY OF T.B. DEBRIS.
THE JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS,AUSTRALIA, SHIP COLLISION
JULY-AUGUST 1976, PG. 17-22. CASE RECORD

MAKIIIE TRANSPORT CENTRE,THE. SHIP BUILDING
DIMCNSIO'IS AND DRAUGHTS OF BULK CARRIERS.
THE MARINE TRANSPORT CENTRE REPORT, UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL. 1976.

NATIONAL PORTS COUNCIL HARBOUR CONSTRUCTION
ANALYSIS OF MARINE INCIDENTS IN PORTS AND HARBOURS 1976, SHIP TRAFFIC
NATIONAL PORTS COUNCIL PUBLICATION. TRAFFIC SAFETY

STATISTICS

RECKLIHG,KARL-AUGUST SHIP BUILDING
3EITAG ZUR ELASTO- UND PLASTOMECHANIK VON SCHIFFSKOLLISIONEN.
STG-VORABDRUCK.NOV. 1976.PG. 1-23 MODEL TEST

COLLISION FORCE

RLCKLING,KARL-AUGUST SHIP COLLISION
BEITRAG ZUR UNTERSUCHUNG VON SCHIFFSKOLLISIONEN. COLLISION FORCE
JAHRbUCH DER SCHIFFBAUTECHNISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT, RAND 70, 1976.
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SMITH,O.W.
BRIDGE FAILURES
PROC.INSTN.CIV.ENGRS. PART 1,AUGUST 1976.PG. 367-382. 70 REF.

BRIDGE BUILDING

BRIDGE FAILURES
CASE RECORD

WOISIN.G. SHIP BUILDING
CIE KOLLISIONSVERSUCHE DER GKSS.
JAHRBUCH DER SCHIFFBAUTECHNISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT.BD. 70.BEITRAG 28..1976 SHIP COLLISION

MODEL TEST

CARLIN.MORLEY S NBTTVEIT.
OFFSHORE FENDERSYSTEMS-COLLISION AND FENDERING OFFSHORE STRUCTURES.
DET NORSKE VERITAS. 1977-11-30.

SHIP COLLISION

MINISTERE DE L'EOUIPEMENT.FRANCE
ETUDE DES DEFORMATIONS DES BATEAUX DANS UN CHOC SUR BERGE.
MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE. 1977.

BRIDGE BUILDING
SHIP BUILDING

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE
APPLICATION DE LA RELATION DE MINORSKY AU CAS D'UN SEUL BATEAU.
MINISTERE DE L•EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE 1977.

SHIP BUILDING
BRIOGE BUILDING
ENERGY ABSORBTION
COLLISION FORCE

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE
ETUDE DCS DEFORMATIONS DES BATEAUX PANS UN CHOC SUR BERGE.
MINISTERE DE L'EOUIPEMENT.FRANCE. 1977.

SHIP COLLISION

MINISTERE DE L'EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE
APPLICATION DE LA RELATION DE MINORSKY.
MINISTERE DE L•EQUIPEMENT.FRANCE. 1977.

DEFORMATION D'UN BATEAU.
SHIP COLLISION

NORSKE VERITAS.DET
RISK AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS-REFEREnCE LIST.
DET NORSKE VERITAS, 1977-09-27.

SHIP TRAFFIC

RECKLING,KARL-AUGUST
ZUR THEORETISCHEN UNTERSUCHUNG VON SCHIFFSKOLLISIONEN.
SCHIFF UNO HAFEN,HEFT 2.1977. PG. 158-163.

SHIP 3UTLDING

MODEL TEST
COLLISION TEST

SOCICTE NOUVELLE DES ATELIERS ET CHANTIERS DU HAVRE.
ETUDE DE L'ENERGIE A3S0R3E PAR UN NAVIRE... D'EN ROCHEMENT
MINISTERE DE L'EOUIPEMENT.FRANCE. 1977.

SHIP COLLISION

PROTECTION ISLAND

ABDELGALIL.E.M.
SHIPPING CASUALTIES AND SHIP'S DOMAINE
3. SYMPOSIUM ON MARINE TRAFFIC SERVICE.LIVERPOOL 1978.
LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC PRESS PP 95-107

SHIP TRAFFIC
SHIP COLLISION
SHIPS DOMAINE
SHIP MANEUVRING

BURGER JNR..W - COUPER.A.D.
MARINE CASUALTIES AND SEA USE PLANNING
3. SYMPOSIUM ON MARINE TRAFFIC SERVICE. LIVERPOOL 1978
LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC PRESS PP 17-30

SHIP TRAFFIC
SHIP COLLISION
NAVAL TRAFFIC RULES
STATISTICS

DRAGER.K.H. .VLRLO.G. .THACKWELL.J.A. Jl KARLSEN.J.A.
STUDY BETWEEN DIFFERENT CAUSES OF COLLISIONS AND GROUNDINGS.
3. SYMPOSIUM ON MARINE TRAFFIC SERVICE, LIVERPOOL 1978.
LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC PRESS PP 43-75

SHIP COLLISION

CASE RECORO

MAUNSELL l PAKTNERS PTY LTD AND CPT.P.J.E. BRADY
TAS"AN 3RID;E-RISK OF SHIP COLLISION AND METHOOS OF PROTECTION
MAUNSELL X PARTNERS. AUSTRALIA,1978

SHIP COLLISION

DRAGr.R.K.H.
aRSAKSSAHMENHENGER VED KOLLISIONER OG GRUNNSTBTNlNGER.
UET NORSKE VERITAS, 1979-01-05.

SHIP TRAFFIC
SHIP COLLISION

FURNES.O. * AMDAHL.J.
COMPUTER SIMULAT.STUDY OF OFFSHORE COLLI"./ANAL.SHIP-PLATFORM IMPACTS,
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON OFFSHORE STRUCTURES,
RIO DE JANEIRO. OCTOBER. 1979.

SHIP COLLISION

SIMULATOR TEST

HAHSCN.B. - DENVER.H.
BESKYTTELSCS0ER OMKRING 1ROPILLER VED STOREBULTBrOEN-MODELFORSBG.
VAG- OCH VATTCMBYGGAREN NO.7-8, 1979.

SHIP COLLISION

PROTECTION ISLAND
MODEL TEST
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